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This paper provides a logi al analysis of on i ts between
informational, motivational and deliberative attitudes su h as beliefs,
obligations, intentions, and desires. The ontributions are twofold. First,
on i t resolutions are lassi ed based on agent types, and formalized in
an extension of Reiter's normal default logi . Se ond, several desiderata
for on i t resolutions are introdu ed, dis ussed and tested on the logi .
The results suggest that Reiter's default logi is too strong, in the sense
that a weaker notion of extension is needed to satisfy the desiderata.

Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

Various ompeting agent de ision models have been proposed, and it is still
un lear whi h type of model should be used in whi h type of appli ation. For
example, some de ision models are based on goal-based planning or on variants of
de ision theory like qualitative de ision theory [13, 1℄, other models are based on
ognitive models like belief-desire-intention models [5, 14℄, and yet other models
are based on so ial on epts like obligations and norms [6, 20, 19℄, as in deonti
a tion programs [8℄. Typi ally, the de ision model is based on an attempt to rea h
goals, satisfy desires, or ful ll obligations. In the Belief-Obligation-IntentionDesire or BOID ar hite ture [4℄ de ision models are onsidered in whi h the
main problem is not nding out how to rea h goals, satisfy desires or ful ll
obligations, but in whi h the main problem is to resolve on i ts between them.
The BOID logi dis ussed in this paper is an abstra tion of the BOID arhite ture. For on i ts so- alled extensions are onstru ted and one extension
is sele ted, an idea adopted from Thomason's BDP logi [18℄, whi h is in turn
based on Reiter's default logi [15℄. In parti ular, BDP logi is based on on i t
resolution for onditional beliefs and desires, whi h is extended in the BOID logi
with onditional obligations and intentions borrowed from respe tively deonti
a tion programs [8℄ and BDI logi [5, 14℄. The BOID logi is an abstra tion from
the BOID ar hite ture, in the sense that in the latter the omponents may not

ontain rules or be based on propositional logi , and in ase of limited resour es
the extensions may not be xpoints.
The ontributions of this paper are twofold:
1. We give a lassi ation of on i t resolutions between onditional beliefs,
obligations, intentions, and desires. Extending the BDP logi with obligations and intentions in reases the number of possible on i ts dramati ally.
In all realisti on i t resolutions beliefs override obligations, intentions, and
desires; in stable on i t resolutions intentions override desires and obligations; in unstable on i t resolutions desires and obligations override intentions; in sel sh on i t resolutions desires override obligations; and in so ial
on i t resolutions obligations override desires.
2. We propose several desired and undesired properties to analyze this overriding en oded in the BOID logi . As our running example we show how beliefs
override desires to blo k wishful thinking. For example, assume that you
believe that you get wet irrespe tive of your desire to stay dry. This would,
a ording to Thomason, imply that the belief to get wet overrides the desire
to stay dry, in the sense that in your planning you will assume that you will
get wet.
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Se tion 2 di erent types of on i ts
are introdu ed and a lassi ation of on i t resolution types is dis ussed. In
Se tion 3 the BOID logi and its extension al ulation s heme are introdu ed.
In Se tion 4 properties for wishful thinking are analyzed, and in Se tion 5 we
dis uss the properties of extensions provided by the BOID al ulation s heme.
2

Beliefs, obligations, intentions and desires

Reasoning about beliefs, obligations, intentions and desires has been dis ussed
in pra ti al reasoning in philosophy [21, 2℄, and its formalization to build intelligent autonomous agents has more re ently been dis ussed in qualitative deision making in arti ial intelligen e [7, 8, 14, 18℄. On loser inspe tion ea h of
these four on epts onsists of related (though often quite distin t) on epts,
for example respe tively knowledge and defaults, prohibitions and permissions,
ommitments and plans, wishes and wants. All these on epts are grouped into
these four lasses due to their role in the de ision making pro ess: beliefs are informational states { how the world is expe ted to be { obligations and desires are
the external and internal motivational states, and intentions are the deliberative
states.

2.1 Con i t resolutions
A on i t resolution type is an order of overruling. Given four attitudes, there are
twenty-four possible total orders of overruling, and many more partial orders in
whi h for example desires and obligations are equivalent. In this paper, we only
onsider those orders a ording to whi h beliefs overrule any other attitude. This

redu es the number of possible total overruling orders to six. Some examples of
on i t resolution are given below.

{ A on i t between a belief and a prior intention means that an intended

a tion an no longer be exe uted due to the hanging environment. Beliefs
therefore overrule the prior intention, whi h is retra ted. Any derived onsequen es of this prior intention are retra ted too. Of ourse, one may allow
prior intentions to overrule beliefs, but this results in unrealisti behavior.
{ A on i t between a belief and an obligation or desire means that a violation
has o urred. As observed by Thomason [18℄, the beliefs must override the
desires or otherwise there is wishful thinking; the same argument applies to
obligations.
{ A on i t between a prior intention and an obligation or desire means that
you now should or want to do something else than you intended before. Here
prior intentions override the latter be ause it is exa tly this property for
whi h intentions have been introdu ed: to bring stability. However, in ases
of intention re onsideration su h on i ts may be resolved otherwise. For
example, if I intend to go to the inema but I am obliged to visit my mother,
then I go to the inema unless I re onsider my intentions.

2.2 Dete ting versus resolving on i ts
Further spe ifying and implementing the on i t types leads to several ompliations. It may seem that we an use one of the many approa hes to on i t
resolution developed in other areas of arti ial intelligen e like for example diagnosis [16℄, default reasoning or fusion of knowledge and databases. However,
in these approa hes a on i t is de ned as a minimal set, in the sense that if two
sets are on i t sets then one of the sets annot be a stri t subset of the other
one. Whereas minimal sets may be useful to dete t on i ts, it is not suÆ ient
to resolve them.
An example has been given by Dignum et. al. [7℄, who dis uss an extension of
the BDI logi with obligations. In this example, there is a guy alled Al who has
an obligation to perform a task for Bob and another in ompatible obligation to
perform a task for Chris. Moreover, Al has the norm that he should tell Bob if
he does not intend to meet this obligation. The problem dis ussed in the paper
is that the existen e of the norm should a e t Al's de ision on whether to intend
to ful ll his obligation:
\Consider Al's obligation above, until he a tually ommits to not meeting his obligation to Bob, the need to tell Bob does not exist, yet the
potential for it may have a signi ant impa t on his de ision on whether
to do the task for Bob. For example, imagine that the task is trivial (i.e.,
the dire t onsequen es of not doing the task are small), but the so ial
onsequen es of not informing Bob are very high (i.e., Al is per eived as
unreliable)." [7, p.115℄

The point is thus that to resolve the on i t we annot restri t ourselves to the
minimal set (the two obligations), but we have to onsider the whole set. In
general, agents should onsider the e e ts of a tions before ommitting to it.
This is the reason why in the BOID logi omplete extensions are onstru ted
before one is sele ted, instead of solving a on i t as one is en ountered.
3

BOID Logi

In this se tion we dis uss the BOID logi . First, we onsider Reiter's normal
default logi and Thomason's BD logi .

3.1 Reiter's normal default logi
Reiter de ned extensions of normal default theories as follows, where we write
,! w for ( : Mw=w) and we write hW; Di instead of hD; W i.

De nition 1. [15, Def. 1℄ Let  = hW; Di be a losed default theory, so that
every default of D has the form ,! w where and w are both losed w s of a
( rst-order) language L, and let ThL(S ) be the onsequen e set of S in L. For
any set of losed w s S  L let T (S ) be the smallest set of losed formulas from
L satisfying the following three properties:
1. W  T (S )
2. ThL(T (S )) = T (S )
3. If ,! w 2 D, 2 T (S ) and

:w 62 S , then w 2 T (S ).

A set of losed w s E  L is an extension for
xed point of the operator T .

 i T (E ) = E , i.e. i E is a

A well-known theorem of Reiter's paper is the following more intuitive hara terization of extensions.

Theorem 1. [15, Th. 2.1.℄ Let E  L be a set of losed w s, and let  = hW; Di
be a losed default theory. De ne
E0 = W
and for i  0
Ei+1 = ThL(Ei ) [ fw j ,! w 2 D where 2 Ei and :w 62 E g
Then E is an extension for  i
E = [i=0 Ei .
1

3.2 Thomason's BD logi
Thomason [18℄ proposes a so- alled BDP-logi for beliefs, desires and planning
whi h is apable of modeling a wide range of ommon-sense pra ti al arguments,
and whi h an serve as a more general and exible model for the de ision making
pro ess. Thomason rst dis usses the BD formalism and fo uses on the intera tion between beliefs and desires. The basi idea is to model beliefs and desires

both as Reiter defaults [15℄, without modalities for belief or desire, su h that
the extensions ontain all the derived atoms. That is, a BD-basis is a tuple
hObs; NB; NDi with Obs a set of formulas, NB a set of B-defaults `if a then
B
I believe x' written as a ,! x, and ND a set of D-defaults `if a then I desire
D
x' written as a ,!
x. Extensions are built iteratively by applying default rules
without distinguishing between beliefs and desires, so for example, the BD-basis
B
D
hfag; fa ,!
bg; fb ,!
gi has as an extension ThL(fa; b; g). But then, there are
two types of on i ts:

{ Con i ts between a belief and a desire lead to overriding of desire by belief
to blo k wishful thinking.

{ Other on i ts, for instan e, one between two desires or between two beliefs
lead to multiple extensions.

Central in Thomason's iterative al ulation of extensions is that belief and desire
defaults are treated equally, ex ept for the situations where a desire default
on i ts with a subset of the belief defaults applied to the formulas derived in
the sequen e so far. In su h a on i ting situation, the belief defaults are applied
preferably.

3.3 BOID logi
The BOID logi extends Thomason's idea with obligations and intentions (like
[7℄) resulting in the BOID logi . This logi onsists of four sets of propositional
logi al formulae that represent the four attitudes Beliefs, Obligations, Intentions,
and Desires. One reason for this extension is to in orporate elements of the so ial
level, i.e. so ial ommitments, to formalize for example so ial agents and so ial
rationality. The BOID logi is parameterized in order to resolve on i ts between
attitudes a ording to a omplete on i t resolution type. This input parameter
onstrains the order in whi h derivation steps for di erent sets are undertaken
and hara terizes the type of on i t resolution.
The iterative pro edure of the BOID al ulation s heme is given as an extension of Reiter's more intuitive hara terization of extensions in Theorem 1. As
in [12℄ we assume that there is an order on the rules, whi h we represent by .
In order to de ne this al ulation s heme, we rst de ne an ordering fun tion 
that represents the on i t resolution type. In ase of multiple appli able rules,
one with the lowest  value is applied.

De nition 2. Let L be a propositional language and S be a set of ordered pairs
of L written as ,! w and alled rules. An agent type is a set of fun tions 
from S to the integers.

The agent type is usually expressed as a onstraint. For example, if S is the
union of beliefs B and desires D, then the agent type `realisti ' is expressed by
the onstraint that for all rb 2 B and rd 2 D we have (rb ) < (rd ). Given a
spe i agent type, the al ulation s heme for building extensions is de ned as
follows.

De nition 3 (BOID Cal ulation S heme). Let L be a propositional language, let a tuple  = hW; B; O; I; Di be a BOID theory with W a subset of L
and B , O, I and D sets of ordered pairs of L written as ,! w, let  be a
fun tion that assigns to ea h rule in B [ O [ I [ D a unique integer, and S a
subset of L. Moreover, let
min(BOID; S ) = minf( ,! w) j ,! w 2 B [ O [ I [ D, 2 S , :w 62 S g
min(BOID; S ) = w s.t. ,! w 2 B [ O [ I [ D, ( ,! w) = min (BOID; S )
De ne
E0 = W
and for i  0
Ei+1 = ThL(Ei [ fmin(BOID; S )g) if su h a minimal element exists,
Ei+1 = Ei otherwise.
Then E  L is an extension for  of agent type A i 9 2 A s.t. E = [i=0 Ei .
1

3.4 Dis ussion
Spa e does not permit us to ompare the BOID logi in any detail with lassi al
approa hes to spe i ation and veri ation of agent systems, based on for example modal and temporal logi s like BDICTL [14, 17℄. We just make the following
remarks:

{ The analysis of on i ts in BDICTL is limited, in the sense that for example
two on i ting desires annot be represented in a onsistent way.

{ The representation of onditionals in BDICTL is not straightforward, whereas
this is a entral issue in BOID logi s.

{ To ompare BDICTL and BOID logi the propositional base language of
BOID logi must be repla ed by BDICTL.1
{ Ea h state in the BOID logi has the same logi , i.e. normal default logi ,
but it an be further developed su h that for example for obligations and
desires we do not have that inputs are in luded in the extensions, see [10,
11℄.

A se ond and more interesting issue is the omparison of BOID logi with
extensions of default logi su h as preferred answer sets [3℄. One of the results
obtained here is that a greedy approa h as used in the BOID logi (always try
to apply the rule with the highest priority) may lead to globally suboptimal
results (e.g. by rst applying a rule of priority 3 instead of one of priority 2 we
an thereafter apply a rule of priority 1 - by onvention the highest priority).
The greedy approa h is justi ed by the fa t that the BOID logi is only an
idealization. In reality xpoints may never be rea hed due to limited resour es.
1

This extension is not as interesting as it may seem at rst sight, be ause the extensions are used in the agent's planning and to plan to a hieve goal p it is irrelevant
whether there is an intention, desire or obligation to see to it that p. Note that it is
important in the implementation [4℄. There have also been onvin ing philosophi al
arguments to do without modal operators, see [9℄. Advantages of this extension are
the formalization of more omplex notions like permissions and ignoran e.

4

No wishful thinking

Thomason [18℄ argues that beliefs override desires with the following example.
If you think it is going to rain and you believe that if it rains, you will get wet,
and you would not like to get wet, then you have to on lude that you get wet.
Beliefs therefore prevail in on i ts with desires.
How an we formulate this intuition as a property of extensions? In this
se tion we onsider three properties that guarantee that beliefs override desires.
These properties are not restri ted to one parti ular approa h, but an be applied
to any extension-based approa h. To fa ilitate the de nitions of the properties
in this se tion we use the following de nition.

De nition 4. Let  = hW; B; Di be a BD theory, where W is a set of propositional senten es and B and D ordered pairs of su h senten es. We write EBD ()
for the set of all extensions of a propositional BD theory, and for representational
onvenien e we write EBD (W; B; D) for EBD (hW; B; Di).
4.1 Applied Desire rules
The intuition behind Property 1 of no wishful thinking below is as follows. If
in a on i t between a desire and a belief the desire rule is removed, then the
extension annot in rease be ause the belief rule already had priority over the
desire rule. In other words, the removal of desires an only de rease the extension,
not in rease it or remove it.

Property 1 (Applied D rules; rst attempt). For ea h E 2 EBD (W; B; D ) and
D  D there is an E 2 EBD (W; B; D) su h that E  E .
0

0

0

0

The following example illustrates that Property 1 is, unfortunately, too strong.

D
D
D
= h;; ;; f> ,! pgi and 2 = h;; ;; f> ,! p; > ,! :pgi.
Intuitively we have EBD (1 ) = fThL (p)g and EBD (2 ) = fThL(p); ThL (:p)g.
But for E = ThL (:p) 2 EBD (2 ), there is no E 2 EBD (1 ) su h that E  E .
This example ontradi ts Property 1.

Example 1. Let

1

0

0

Example 1 also illustrates where our rst attempt goes wrong. The problem is that D may ontain rules whi h have not been used to build E of
EBD (W; B; D ), but they may be used when building E of EBD (W; B; D). In
D
the example, this rule was > ,! p. We rst introdu e a de nition to identify
an extension with the set of rules whi h are applied in it (sometimes alled its
generators).
0

0

De nition 5 (Applied rules). Let  = hW; B; Di be a BD theory and let
the set E be one of its extensions. The set of applied rules in extension E is
B
D
RB (; E ) = f ,!
w 2 B j ^ w 2 E g, RD (; E ) = f ,!
w 2 D j ^ w 2 E g,
and R(; E ) = RB (; E ) [ RD (; E ).

The following Property 2 is a weaker form of the Property 1, be ause we have

RD (hW; B; D i; E )  D .
0

0

0

Property 2 (Applied D rules, se ond attempt). For ea h E 2 EBD (W; B; D )
and D  RD (hW; B; D i; E ) there is an E 2 EBD (W; B; D) su h that E  E .
0

0

0

0

0

The following example re onsiders Example 1 and illustrates that Property 2
does not have the undesirable behavior.
D
D
D
Example 2. 1 = h;; ;; f> ,! pgi, 2 = h;; ;; f> ,! p; > ,! :pgi. As mentioned in Example 1, EBD (1 ) = fThL(p)g and EBD (2 ) = fThL(p); ThL (:p)g
ontradi t Property 1. However, it does not ontradi t Property 2, be ause for
D
D
D
E = ThL(:p) we have RD (h;; ;; f> ,!
p; > ,!
:pgi; E ) = f> ,!
:pg, and this
set is not a superset of the desire rules in 1 .
0

0

The following simple examples further illustrate Property 2.
B
B
B
B
D
Example 3. 1 = h;; f> ,! p; q ,! :pg; ;i, 2 = h;; f> ,! p; q ,! :pg; f> ,! qgi.
If EBD (1 ) = fThL(p)g, then ea h element of EBD (2 ) has to ontain ThL (p),
and EBD (2 ) thus annot ontain for example ThL(q ^ :p).

B
B
D
D
Example 4. 1 = h;; f> ,! pg; ;i, 2 = h;; f> ,! pg; f> ,! q; p ,! :qgi. If
EBD (1) = fThL(p)g, then ea h element of EBD (2 ) has to ontain ThL(p),
but EBD (2 ) still an ontain for example ThL(p; q ) and ThL(p; :q ).
B
D
B
D
D
Example 5. 1 = h;; fp ,! :qg; f> ,! pgi, 2 = h;; fp ,! :qg; f> ,! p; > ,! qgi.
If EBD (1 ) = fThL (p; :q )g then generalized no-wishful thinking based on applied desire rules implies ThL(p; q ) 62 EBD (2 ). However, note that ThL (q ) may
be in EBD (2 ) (veri ation left to the reader).
B
B
D
B
B
Example 6. 1 = h;; fp ,! :q; r ,! qg; f> ,! pgi, 2 = h;; fp ,! :q; r ,! qg
D
D
; f> ,!
p; > ,!
rgi. If EBD (1 ) = fThL(p; :q)g then we have that the sets
ThL(p; r; :q); ThL(p; r; q) 62 EBD (2 ) but ThL(p; :q) and ThL(r; q) may be in
EBD (2) (analogous to the previous example, veri ation left to the reader).
A simple instan e of this generalized no-wishful thinking property, whi h we
all Restri ted no-wishful thinking, is the ase where D is the empty set. This
property says that every BD extension extends a B extension.

Property 3 (Restri ted Applied D rules). For ea h E
an E 2 EBD (W; B; ;) su h that E  E .
0

0

2 EBD (W; B; D ) there is
0

4.2 Applied Belief rules
The se ond way to de ne no wishful thinking we onsider is to look for a onstraint on just the beliefs. The set of appli able belief rules of one extension
annot be a stri t subset of the appli able belief rules of another extension.

Property 4 (Applied B rules, rst attempt). For all E1 ; E2
RB (; E1 )  RB (; E2 ) implies RB (; E1 ) = RB (; E2 ).

2 EBD () we have

Unfortunately, this property does not give intuitive results, as the following
example illustrates.

B
D
D
Example 7. Let  = h;; fp ,! qg; f> ,! p; > ,! :pgi. Intuitively we have
EBD () = fThL(p; q); ThL(:p)g, i.e. RB (; ThL(:p))  RB (; ThL(p; q)).
This example ontradi ts Property 4.

The following property is a variant of Property 1. The removal of desires an
only de rease the set of applied belief rules, not in rease it or remove it.

Property 5 (Applied B rules, se ond attempt). For ea h E 2 EBD (W; B; D )
and D  D there is an E 2 EBD (W; B; D) su h that RB (hW; B; Di; E ) 
RB (hW; B; D i; E ).
0

0

0

0

0

Property 5 gives the desired results for the rule sets in Example 1 and 7.
However, Example 8 is a generalization of these two examples that shows why
Property 5 has similar problems as Property 1.

B
D
B
D
D
1 = h;; fp ,!
qg; f> ,!
pgi, 2 = h;; fp ,!
qg; f> ,!
p; > ,!
:pgi.
Intuitively we have EBD (1 ) = fThL(p; q )g and EBD (2 ) = fThL(p; q ); ThL(:p)g.
However, for E = ThL (:p) 2 EBD (2 ) there is no E 2 EBD (1 ) su h that
RB (1 ; E )  RB (2 ; E ).

Example 8.

0

0

The following property is analogous to Property 2.

Property 6 (Applied B rules, third attempt). For ea h E 2 EBD (W; B; D ) and
D  RD (hW; B; D i; E ) there is an E 2 EBD (W; B; D) su h that we have
RB (hW; B; Di; E )  RB (hW; B; D i; E ).
0

0

0

0

0

0

The following example illustrates the distin tion between Property 2 and 6.

D
D
D
Example 9. Let 1 = h;; ;; f> ,! pgi and 2 = h;; ;; f> ,! p; > ,! qgi. If
EBD (1) = ThL(p) then we annot have ThL(;) in EBD (2 ) a ording to
generalized no wishful thinking based on applied desire rules, but it an be
a ording to generalized no wishful thinking based on applied belief rules.

Intuitively we do not want ThL (;) in EBD (2 ), but the reason for this
is not the blo king of wishful thinking. Property 6 seems therefore a better
hara terization of no-wishful thinking than Property 2.
Property 7 is analogous to Property 3.

Property 7 (Restri ted Applied B rules). For ea h E
an E 2 EBD (W; B; ;) su h that RB (E )  RB (E ).
0

0

2 EBD (W; B; D ) there is
0

4.3 Abnormal Belief rules
The third way to de ne no wishful thinking is not based on applied rules but on
rules whi h ould not be applied, whi h we all abnormal rules. These abnormal
rules are de ned analogously to applied rules in De nition 5.

De nition 6 (Abnormal rules). Let  = hW; B; Di be a BD theory and let
the set E be one of its extensions. The set of abnormal rules is represented by
B
AbB (; E ) = f ,!
w 2 B j ^ :w 2 E g.
Generalized no wishful thinking based on abnormal belief rules is de ned
analogous to generalized no wishful thinking property based on applied rules in
Property 2 and 6.

Property 8 (Abnormal B rules, rst attempt). For ea h E 2 EBD (W; B; D )
and D  RD (hW; B; D i; E ) there is an E 2 EBD (W; B; D) su h that we have
AbB (hW; B; Di; E )  AbB (hW; B; D i; E ).
0

0

0

0

0

0

The following example illustrates that generalized wishful thinking based on
abnormal belief rules is di erent from generalized wishful thinking based on
applied desire or belief rules in Property 2 and 6.
B
B
D
Example 10. Let 1 = hf:qg; fp ,! qg; ;i and 2 = hf:qg; fp ,! qg; f> ,! pgi.
If ThL(:q; p) 62 EBD (1 ) then a ording to generalized no wishful thinking
based on abnormal belief rules ThL(:q; p) 62 EBD (2 ). However, a ording to
generalized wishful thinking based on applied desire or belief rules, it may be
that ThL(:q; p) 62 EBD (1 ) as well as ThL (:q; p) 2 EBD (2 ).
5

BOID properties

The rst BOID property is alled Existen e and says that there is at least one
BD extension, if the fa ts W are onsistent. This is a very desirable and ru ial
property for de ision making agents, be ause an agent needs an extension to a t
rationally. Otherwise the agent is stu k or starts to make random movements.

Property 9 (Existen e). EBD (W; B; D) 6= ; if ? 62 ThL(W ).
The se ond BOID property we dis uss here is alled BD maximality, and says
that if a rule an be applied then it is applied. That is, we go as far as possible.
This property implies that the set of BD extensions are a subset of the set of
Reiter extensions where the set of rules onsists of the union of belief and desire
rules. We write ER () for the set of all Reiter extensions of a propositional
default theory, and if we onsider Reiter extensions of BD theories onsisting of
B
D
,!
w and ,!
w, then we ignore the supers ript above the arrows, i.e. we
B
D
interpret ER (hW; BDi) as ER (hW; f ,! w j ,! w 2 BD or ,! w 2 BDi).

Property 10 (BD maximality). EBD (W; B; D)  ER (W; B [ D)

The following example re onsiders Example 10 and questions the BD maximality property.
B
D
Example 11. Let  = hf:qg; fp ,! qg; f> ,! pgi (we an also repla e :q by
B
> ,!
:q). We have ER () = fThL(:q; p)g, and thus with the existen e property and the BD maximality property we an derive EBD () = fThL(:q; p)g.
However, :q ^ p implies that to ful ll the desire for p we get into a situation in
whi h something happens whi h we believe will not happen, namely the ex eption to the belief that p implies q .2
The following theorem and its orollary suggest that BD maximality is too
strong (see [11℄ for an alternative notion of extension).

Theorem 2. No-wishful thinking based on applied desire rules (Property 2), on
applied belief rules (Property 6) or on abnormal belief rules (Property 8) on i ts
with BD maximality (Property 10) together with Existen e (Property 9).
Proof. For the applied rules, see Example 5 and 6. For the abnormal rules,
see Example 10 and 11.
Corollary 1. The BOID logi does not satisfy any of the three notions of nowishful thinking dis ussed in this paper.
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Con luding remarks

We have dis ussed possible on i t types that may arise within or among informational and motivational attitudes and explained how these on i ts an be
resolved within the BOID al ulation s heme. The resolution of on i ts is based
on Thomason's idea of prioritization, whi h is onsidered in the BOID logi as
the order of derivations from di erent types of attitudes. We have shown that
the order of derivations determines the type of on i t resolution method. For
example, deriving desire before beliefs produ es wishful thinking and deriving
obligations before desires produ es so iality. We have also introdu ed some desired and undesired properties, and he ked whether some on i t resolution
methods satis ed the properties.
Two issues for further resear h are the generalization of properties for overriding to multiple attitudes, and for other input/output logi s [10, 11℄ than Reiter's
normal default logi . Although the properties are de ned independent of the
logi , both De nition 5 and 6 of applied and abnormal rules must be adapted
B
B
if we allow for e.g. reasoning by ases (e.g. EBD (;; f ,! w; : ,! wg; ;) =
ThL(w)).
2

Example 11 is not very onvin ing, be ause of the following two reasons. First, the
behavior in Example 11 seems to be what is expe ted from onditional rules. If you
B
do not like it, then you an formalize the belief rule with , p q , where is a
material impli ation. Se ond, in the dis ussion in Example 11 the rules are used as a
B
kind of ausal rules. However, if the onditional p , q represents a ausal relation,
then the world will hange su h that q will turn into q .
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